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Abstract - A novel pixel-level image fusion scheme
for thermal and visual images is presented in this
paper.  The image fusion technique rests on physical
characteristics of targets deemed of interest in a sur-
veillance scenario.  Each picture element (pixel), in
both the thermal and visual images, is assigned a
weight proportional the interest associated with it.
Interest is defined as “not natural” or “man-made”.
A weighted average of the intensity images represent-
ing the thermal and visual modalities is then perfor-
med for every corresponding pair of visual and ther-
mal picture elements to obtain the fused image. For
the thermal images, elements that are warmer or
cooler than their environment (background) are
deemed to be of “interest”.  To this end, the thermal
weights are associated with the divergence of the
intensity of these pixels from the image mean inten-
sity.  For the visual images, the facts that the “targets
of interest” are usually larger than the instantaneous
field of view (IFOV) of the visual sensor and have a
reflection behaviour that is more specular are used.
The visual weight determination is based on the local
variance in space and time of the intensity of the vis-
ual pixels.

The performance of this technique is
compared to a number of existing techniques in the
literature.  The results reveal that the proposed tech-
nique performs better than those in the literature.  In
addition, it also reveals that the proposed technique
is more robust than those in the literature.
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1   Introduction
Digital information is being increas-

ingly presented in today’s battlefield.  Military per-
sonnel at all levels must face and manage an ever-

increasing flow of information.  The armoured sol-
diers working in reconnaissance units do not elude
this trend as they are usually equipped, based on their
role, with a minimum of three sensors.  Two of these,
which are a very important part of their arsenal, are
the thermal and visual imaging systems.  The effec-
tive fusion of the data created by these two imaging
sensors that would encompass all of the important
information in both the thermal and visual bands of
the Electro-magnetic spectrum is the goal of this pa-
per.  This would allow for simultaneous observation
of both modalities even in the cases where only one
display is available thus, increasing the operational
capability of the reconnaissance units [1]. The back-
ground information about the visual and infrared sen-
sors can be found in [2,3].

In the past years, a number of image fu-
sion methods have been presented in the literature [1,
4 & 5].  Some of the most common ones have been
summarised by Comeau and Simard [5].  They have
presented a report on image fusion techniques where
most of the techniques are based on contrast enhance-
ment and selection, thus possessing certain advan-
tages as well as disadvantages.  They compared the
performance of the image-level weighted average
(ILWA), the difference of low-pass (DoLP), the ratio
of low-pass (RoLP), three different Pyramidal Gradi-
ent and two Wavelets image fusion techniques.  They
concluded that one of the Pyramidal Gradient scheme
and the Wavelets techniques outperformed the others
that they studied.  These three techniques, along with
the ILWA, the DoLP, the RoLP and Toet’s false col-
our (FC) method [6] are used as the basis of compari-
son for the method proposed in this paper.  The fu-
sion technique presented here is similar to the Image
Level Weighted Average (ILWA) method analysed in
[5].  However, instead of using an image-level
weighted average technique to do the fusion, we em-
ploy a pixel-level weighted average (PLWA) tech-



nique.  Also, we have tried to base the new fusion
method on physical concepts and target
characteristics that are deemed important in a military
application rather than solely on contrasts.

The objective of this paper is to present
a “robust and effective” fusion scheme “feasible to a
real time application” for the visual and infrared sen-
sors currently used on the Canadian Army’s Light
Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle (LAV Recce) [2].
Robust implies an all weather, all climate, night and
day utilisation with no major performance degrada-
tion.  Effective means that the information contained
in the fused image includes the relevant information
found in the images coming from the visual and
thermal modalities.  Feasible to a real time applica-
tion suggests that the algorithm can process the data
on-line in real time.

1.1   Thermal Imager

The thermal sensor employed in this
study is the Model 800LS manufactured by Northrop
Grumman.  It is based on the MicroFLIR™ technol-
ogy.  It has two field of view (FOV) options which
are 50 x 37 mrad (3o x 2.25o) and 200 x 150 mrad
(10o x 7.5o).  These field of views have respective
magnifications of 14 and 4.2 times.  The images pro-
duced by the thermal imager can be presented as grey
scale images in two different ways (modes).  First, in
the usual mode, hot elements within the scene are
assigned the colour white while cold elements are
assigned the colour black.  The second way, often
referred to as “black hot”, the intensity scale is in-
verted and hot elements are shown as black while
cold ones are shown as white.

1.2   Day Camera

The day TV camera is a high-resolution
television camera primarily designed for daytime
operation.  It has a continuous motorised zoom that
goes from 2 to 20 times.  An automatic focus and an
iris complete the optical system.  The FOVs at the
extremes are 31 x 23 mrad for the narrow FOV and
296 x 210 mrad for the wide FOV.

2   Image Fusion Theory
There exist numerous methods for im-

age fusion [1, 4-11].  The two major decisions that
one must make are the level at which the fusion will
be carried out and the technique that will be em-
ployed.  Each “Level/Technique” combination has its
pros and cons that is, in turn, very dependent on the

environment in which the fusing system is being
used.

2.1   Sign Convention

Throughout the paper, the following
convention is used when dealing with images.  Each
pixel’s position is represented as an address (r,c)
where r and c, respectively, represent the vertical and
horizontal distances in pixels from the origin which is
in the upper left corner of the image.  The image size
is represented by (R,C) which, in turn, correspond to
rmax and cmax.  The variables N and M respectively
represent the height and width of a given area or sta-
tistical ensemble centred on (r,c) used in calculating
the coefficients for image fusion.  The calculated val-
ues of these coefficients are then assigned or used on
an area of size nxm also centred on the pixel (r,c).
Figure 1 is a graphical representation of this notation.
In order to retain symmetry, the values of N, M, n and
m have to be odd.  The subscripts “t” and “v” are
used to represent the thermal and visual modalities,
respectively.

Figure 1.  N, M, n, m, r & c Location
Convention.

2.2   Fusion Levels

Image fusion can be carried out at many
levels [7-9].  Pixel-level fusion implies overlaying, at
the resolution cell (pixel), minimally processed infor-
mation from different sensors to create a single out-
put.  This overlaying can be done directly at the sen-
sor level and the first block of the fusion evolution
diagram in Figure 2 represents this level.  The main
advantage of such a system resides in the fact that the
computational costs are very low since they are ab-
sorbed in the design of the sensor-display system
itself.  This reduction is however possible at the cost
of loosing the possibility of improving the results
presented.  Given the sensor-display configuration of
the application that is sought in this paper and the
mathematics involved in determining the visual and
thermal weights, this fusion level is not appropriate
for our work.  In fact, the mathematical details in-



volved in calculating the weights in the PLWA
method could easily be associated with the mathe-
matical functions of extracting edges or creating pri-
mal sketches as mentioned in Figure 2.  Given this,
the dotted box in Figure 2 represents the fusion level
that has been investigated in this paper.  The main
advantage of executing fusion at this level resides in
the fact that the system operator, thus the human
brain, is left to determine whether or not the features
presented on the display are possible targets.  What
the fusion method that we developed tries to do is to
present all of the relevant information of both mo-
dalities on a single display.  Pixel-level fusion also
includes the case where some an initial segmentation
of the images has been performed as represented by
the box above the dotted box in Figure 2.  Segment-
ing involves dividing the image into a mosaic where
the pixels that are thought of as being part of a com-
mon group are presented as one piece of the mosaic.
The main drawback of this level of representation is
that the displayed image is an interpretation based on
the results produced by some algorithm.  The com-
putational costs and the immense problem associated
with developing such an algorithm that would be ro-
bust renders this level unsuited for our application.
Figure 2 shows, in a simple graphical way, the vari-
ous levels of fusion for the special case of recognis-
ing isolated monolithic objects in a bland background
[7].

Figure 2. Levels of Sensor Fusion
Representation [7].

2.3   Registration Considerations

The results generated by the techniques considered in
this paper are dependent on the alignment of the im-
ages themselves but also of the pixels within the im-
ages.  These two alignment dependencies are often of
foremost importance in the results produced by many
image fusion techniques/schemes. A brief description
of some alignment techniques is included in what
follows because misalignment of images has detri-
mental effects on the results yielded by any of the

image fusion techniques. The subsequent two sec-
tions are devoted to this subject.
2.3.1   Image Alignment

Image alignment is two-fold.  First and
obviously, the pair (visual & thermal) of images have
to be aligned, namely, the cameras have to be bore-
sighted to the same axis so that the images share a
unique central point.  Usually, this is done mechani-
cally.  Secondly, a temporal alignment must also be
done.  In the case of the LAV Recce [2], sensors are
mounted on a ten metres high mast and the constant
rocking of the mast induces shifts in subsequent im-
ages that can be several pixels horizontally and verti-
cally.  Usually, this type of alignment, also called
stabilisation, is carried out through the use of cross
correlation methods.  On the mast version of the vehi-
cle however, this problem is so serious that a me-
chanical correction module based on a digital  servo-
control using the physical movements of the mast as
inputs has been tested as an initial correction step.
For the purpose of the current research, it is assumed
that the images are stabilised.  To make this
assumption plausible for the current study, the images
were recorded with the sensors mounted on a fixed
tripod, thus preventing any movement.

2.3.2   Pixel Alignment

The second alignment and perhaps the
most important one for fusion purposes is the one that
takes place within the images.  In fact, since images
produced by any imaging systems are particular to
the system itself, one can expect that images from
different sensors may not be registered properly.  The
transposition of a 3D scene into a two 2D representa-
tion and the particular optical aberrations inherent to
all lens and a system of lens are the sources of this
problem.  Aberrations can be very complex functions
and one of the simpler and better-known one called
distortion is shown in Figure 3 as an example.  It can
be positive (Pincushion) or negative (Barrel)[12].

Negative 
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Pincushion 

Undistorded Images 

Distorded Images 

Distortions 

Figure 3. Distortions & FOV Differences.

As for the FOVs, entire rows and/or
columns on the sides, at the top and at the bottom of



the scene often have to be left out of the fused image
as pixels are produces by one modality only.  The
apparent band is due to the fact that the vertical FOV
of the thermal sensor is smaller than that of the visual
one.  The operations used to carry out this mapping
can involve translation, rotation, scaling and warping
[13].  In this work, the alignment of the images has
been carried out in two steps.  First, an initial align-
ment has been performed when the images were re-
corded.  Secondly, a digital alignment was carried out
before fusing.  The digital alignment consisted of a
simplified affine transformation without scaling.
Mathematically, the transformation can be expressed

as Equation (1) where Nr  and Nc  are the co-ordi-

nates of the transformed image and r  and c  are the
co-ordinates of the image to be transformed, and  A,
B, C, D, E and F are transformation coefficients
which can be established using at least three common
features clearly identifiable in both modalities.
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The method has been simplified to in-
volve a reasonable computational burden; however,
there are sometimes visible misalignments in the
fused images but, for the problem studied in this pa-
per, they have minimal impact in detecting the targets
of interest.  The warping is done by finding the aver-
age of the displacement given by Equation (1) for
each thermal pixel with respect to the visual one on
one image of any given set.  The thermal images of
that set are then shifted by the average displacement
prior to conducting the fusion.  Note that for the pur-
pose of this paper, rotation was disregarded since the
sensors in this application are physically aligned in
angle.

3   Pixel-Level Weighted Average
Method

Figure 4 summarises the method that is
investigated to fuse the thermal and visual images in
this paper.  The operations in the crosshatched box
represent the pre-processing that must be carried out
prior to the actual fusion so that pixels from both
modalities are spatially registered.  Note that, in ad-
dition to the alignment pre-processing, some image
pre-processing could also be carried out but it must
be pointed out that the visual weights Wv and the
thermal weight Wt should not be calculated from
modified images because the statistics would be bi-
ased.

Figure 4. Image Fusion Concept

The “Visual” and “Thermal” weight
determination boxes represent the main focus of this
paper.  We need to determine the degree to which
each pixel in both the visual and the thermal image is
of interest.  Of course, to fulfil this task, one must
have a precise definition of the term “interest” and
for the current research, it is defined as the degree to
which, features within the FOVs can be assumed as
not being part of the natural background.  We there-
fore look for things that are “not natural” or “man
made”.  According to this definition, each pixel will
be assigned a weight proportional to the degree of
interest associated to it.  A weighted average of the
intensity of the spatially registered pixels will then be
calculated according to Equation (2).
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The following methods have been in-
vestigated to determine Wt and Wv.  Keeping in view
that a real time application requires images to be re-
freshed at 30 Hz, it is therefore obvious that the num-
ber of mathematical operations should be kept to a
minimum.

3.1   Thermal Weight Specificity

In the military application, things that
are of interest and “unnatural” will be either cooler or
warmer than their background.  Vehicles that have
been functioning will be much warmer than the trees
in which they will hide or cooler if they have been
stationary for a long time.  This will lead to intensity
levels in the produced image that will be darker or
lighter.  Consequently, the obvious and simplest way
to emphasise these pixels is to weigh them according
to Equation (3).  Thus, the warmer and cooler pixels
will be assigned larger weights.  The parameters that
have to be optimised in this equation are the size and
format of the NtxMt ensemble and of the ntxmt area of
application.  There is also a possibility to modify the



weight distribution by using an exponent “γ” if re-
quired.
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3.2   Visual Weight Specificity

The first and foremost question that
must be answered in the choice of a weight determi-
nation method is “What is important and how it can
be isolated?”.  It is known that human vision is in part
based on the detection of changes in contrast between
regions on the edges separating these regions [14].
As we noted earlier, this is the underlying principle
behind most image fusion methods.  From this, we
can draw that a good method for calculating the
visual weights should, among other things, produce
larger coefficients on edges.

The second important physical process
that could be put to use is the way surfaces reflect
energy.   Generally, the targets that are of military
interest usually have a reflection that is more specular
than that of the background in which they evolve.  In
our case, this would mainly be due to the fact that
their surfaces are mostly “flat” and cover areas larger
than that of the IFOV associated with the detector.
For instance, with the current visual sensor, the IFOV
at distance of 5 km is approximately equal to ½ m2

for a magnification setting of x14, which is much
smaller than most targets of interest.  Also note that
with advances in detector technology, this fact is be-
coming valid for an increasing number of applica-
tions as the size of the detector cells is shrinking.

On the other hand, considerable research is being
carried out in the field of coating to try to reduce or
alter the reflection, self-emission and directional
properties of the surface material of potential targets
of interest thus invalidating the assumption that was
just made.  However, this technology has reached to a
point where every improvement is achieved at a great
cost [3]. An acceptable method of evaluating and
assigning weights to the visual pixels deemed of in-
terest would therefore be to put more emphasis on
contrast differences and on large spatial and temporal
intensity variations.  Keeping in mind that the goal is
to have a method that could be implemented in real
time and considering the capabilities of the methods
described in Sections 3.2.1  , 3.2.2   and 0, three
possible ways of calculating such weights have been
investigated.  These methods are described in the
following:

3.2.1   Variance

Equation 4 summarises this method
which can also be described as the second moment of
the intensity in the NvxMv area about its mean.  The
variance of an area NvxMv centred around the pixel
(r,c) is taken and weighed by a power “ν”.  The cal-
culated value for Wv is then applied to a window of
size nvxmv also centred on the pixel (r,c).
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The size and format of the NvxMv back-
ground to be used and the value that should be as-
signed to “ν” which would optimise the weights re-
quires further investigation.  As for the size of the
nvxmv box is concerned, its purpose is to reduce the
computational burden associated with the method.
The condition requiring nv, mv, Nv and Mv to be odd is
to ensure a maximum level of symmetry in the filter.

3.2.2   Spatial Delta

This can be defined in a similar fashion

as ( )
tt

tt
,t

xMN

xmncrW ∆ in Equation (3).  The main advantage

of this method over the variance method mentioned
in Section 3.2.1   is to be computationally less de-
manding.  The method can be summarised by Equa-
tion (5).  The size and format of the NvxMv back-
ground to be used for each nvxmv assignment box and
the value of ν, once again, need to be investigated.
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3.2.3   Temporal Delta

This parameter can be determined in a

similar fashion as ( )
vv
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,v

xMN

xmncrW ∆  in Equation (5) but,

in the third (time) dimension only. There exist a
number of ways to measure the change of individual
pixel intensity in time over the last KV frames, but to
minimise both computations and memory require-
ments, a fading memory filter concept similar to Hol-
ben’s [13] is used.  The complete process is as ex-
pressed in Equations (6) and (7).   Initially, a fading
average is calculated for each pixel at time k.
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Once the temporal faded mean “ I ” at
time (k) is obtained, the temporal visual coefficient is
computed using Equation (7).  This way of deter-

mining the visual coefficients “ ( ) )(v , kW Time
cr

∆ ”, as-

sumes that the situation is dynamically changing.
The variables α and ν need to be optimised.
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To conclude this section, it ought to be
restated that the coefficients described in Equations
(4), (5) and (7) may be combined to obtain a final

coefficient for ),(v crW  which can in turn be used in

Equation (2).

4   Optimisation and Result
This section details the procedure in

determining the optimal parameters for the PLWA
method.

4.1   Thermal Weights

Recalling Equation (3), there are two
parameters, which need to be optimised.  One being
the size of the NtxMt box and the other being the
value which should be assigned to the coefficient “γ”.
The procedure and the results of the optimisation of
NtxMt are detailed in what follows while the optimi-
sation process for the scaling coefficient “γ” can be
found in Section 4.3  .

Starting from the fact that expected tar-
gets of interest could occupy an area going from 3 to
200 pixels on the display in normal surveillance
mode and even more on close ups, a series of weight
matrices of different NtxMt area based on thermal
images were computed.  It became obvious that the
most robust, simple and consequential size for the
NtxMt box would be the whole image.  The reasons
for this are as follows.

First, to provide a statistical ensemble
that is sufficient, the NtxMt box must include a num-
ber of pixels that is at least twice that of those be-
longing to any target within that box in order to have
a weight distribution greater for the target than for the
background.  This can be visualised in the one-di-
mensional plots of Figure 5. Note that the results
from this figure can be extended to two dimensions
since the method is additive.  On the left of the fig-
ure, we note the intensity profile used in determining
the thermal weight profiles shown on the right.  The
pixels, which represent a “target”, are at an intensity
of 150 versus a cooler background at 125.  In all

cases, the target has a surface of ten pixels.  No noise
was added to the intensity profile.  The total number
of pixels in the NtxMt box was increased from 15 to
200.  On the right, we can observe some of the ther-
mal profiles obtained for different NtxMt box sizes
can be seen.  Two special cases immediately emerge.
First, when the target occupies more than half the
NtxMt box (curve annotated “15”), the thermal
weights assigned to the pixels belonging to the target
are smaller than those of the surroundings.  If the
NtxMt box is enlarged and the target occupies half of
the box (curve annotated “20”), the weight profile is
flat since there is an equal contribution from both
types of pixels.  Finally, as the NtxMt surface be-
comes larger, the calculated mean becomes less af-
fected by the target’s contribution, thus increasing the
weights assigned to the pixels representing the target
(curves annotated 50, 100 & 200).

The second advantage in using the
whole image as a statistical ensemble rests in the fact
that the thermal weights are consequential throughout
the image.  There are advantages in dividing the im-
age into sub-parts when the backgrounds differ from
one another.  For example, when half the image is the
sky and the other half is the ground; however, the
danger in  sub-dividing the image occurs when a tar-
get lies on the boundary between two parts. When
this occurs, the information leading to a better recog-
nition or identification is lost.

Figure 5.   NtxMt Box Size Effect.

4.2   Visual Weights

In this section, optimal weight parame-
ters for the three methods outlined in Section 3.2   are
described.  Given the fact that humans use differ-
ences in contrast to see things, the interest here is
much more localised, in the sense of neighbouring
pixels as opposed to the thermal weight case where
the absolute value of the pixel intensity was of inter-
est.  This means that the calculations here are done
for much smaller boxes or areas.  Note that the opti-
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misation of the scaling coefficient “ν” is discussed in
Section 4.3  .

4.2.1   Variance Method

For 
vv

vv
),(v

xMN

xmncrW σ , the optimal NvxMv

box size that allowed for good target detection was
determined to be approximately that of the expected
target size in pixels.  The associated optimal assign-
ment scheme nvxmv, which allowed for a decrease of
the computational costs without introducing a block-
ing effect that was too noticeable, was determined to
be about a third of NvxMv in both dimensions (1/9th of
the surface). A fabricated image of size RxC = 60x80
has been used in the process leading to this conclu-
sion [15]. This man-made image included realistic
parameters of five targets: two men and three aspects
of a T-80 tank.  The intensity levels are 150 for the
background, 100 for the men and 110 for the tanks.
Gaussian white noise of a variance equal to 5 was
added to both the men and the background and of a
variance equal to 15 to the tanks.  Note that tests were
conducted with real images and these results were
confirmed.

Larger values of NvxMv are more com-
putationally burdensome and smear the weight pro-
file, sometimes to a point where things which are not
of interest are heavily weighed.  One interesting by-
product of this method is that an area of NvxMv

smaller than the expected target size acts as an edge
extractor.  This is interesting because contrast differ-
ences on images are among the features that are at the
base of human vision [14]. Smaller nvxmv boxes lead
to smoother profiles but are computationally burden-
some.  Keeping this in view, a surface with one third
in height and in width (1/9th the surface) has been
employed as a best compromise in this study [15].

4.2.2   Spatial Delta Method

The optimal NvxMv box size for this
method is four times the area of the expected target
size that is twice the height and the width. This area
requirement is related to the necessity of having a
statistical ensemble sufficiently large to yield mean-
ingful results.  The best size for the nvxmv box is
about that of the target size, i.e. ½ the height and ½
the width (1/4th the area) of the NvxMv box.  In this
case, the main reason for having the assignment box
that size is to ensure that the statistical ensemble used
at any given edge is based on the intensities from
both sides of that edge.  To arrive at the above con-
clusion, the same image as in the variance method
was used  here.  This method does yield visual weight
coefficients at a much cheaper cost compared to the

variance method.  However, it is evident from Figure
6, each pixel is treated individually which leads to an
increase of speckle in the fused image compared to
those created by the variance method.  In this figure,
the left image has been obtained using the variance
method with NvxMv = [3x3] and nvxmv = [1x1] while
the right one has been obtained using the spatial delta
method with NvxMv = [9x9] and nvxmv = [3x3].  The
difference in speckle noise is clearly evident in the
foreground of the images (below the bottom power
cable).  The explanation for this resides in the fact
that the noise present in the initial image contributes
directly to the weighting matrix. Finally, this method
is more dependent on the area covered by the NvxMv

box.  The requirement for a significant statistical en-
semble based on the expected target surface is such
that a too big NvxMv box leads to the weighing of
unwanted features while a too small an NvxMv box
leads to no weighing of the central parts of larger
targets.  This combined with the impossibility of
knowing the sensor’s magnification setting renders
this method less robust.

 
Figure 6.  Variance & Spatial Delta -

Speckle Effects.

4.2.3   Temporal Delta Method

This method did not yield satisfactory
results.  During the optimisation of α, it has been
realised that the fading average method would not
render acceptable results.  Usually, after only a few
frames (depending on α), the weight coefficient ma-
trix would become corrupted with speckle noise.  The
fused image showed similar characteristics as in
Figure 6 but to a higher degree.

4.2.4   Optimal Visual Weights

Based on reflection theory [3,12] and
after considerable simulation studies, the variance
method presented in Section 3.2.1   was deemed to be
the best way to compute the visual weight coeffi-
cients for the PLWA image fusion method.  How-
ever, totally disregarding the temporal information
was detrimental to the final results.   A modified 3-D
variance method was hence tested.  This method is a
simple extension of the variance method described in
Equation (4), but applied to a 3-D rectangular prism

Variance Spatial Delta



of pixels of dimension NvxMvxKv where Kv represents
the last k frames.  The inclusion of the time co-ordi-
nate permits the use of more pixels for a statistical
ensemble, thus diminishing the speckle noise in the
fused image.  Moreover, the 3-D formulation pre-
serves the effects of small targets that, on the other
hand, can be easily lost in a 2-D case.  This also takes
into account the fact that some targets may not sta-
tionary.  The ideal number of frames “Kv” that would
capitalise on the effects associated to both very small
(1x1 pixel) as well as moving targets was determined
to be Kv=3 with the current data sets.  The analysis
needs to be carried out further to observe the effects
that the movement of the camera would have on the
results.

In order to reduce the computational
burden, the “Central Limit Theorem” in Equation (8)
was used.
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This circumvented the requirement for
the calculation of a “cube” of 27 pixels at every
frame.  Instead, the variance is calculated on squares
of size NvxMv = [3x3] at each frame and the visual
weight coefficient matrix is determined by adding the
last three matrices to finally obtain the Wv as re-
quired in Equation (2).

4.3   Scaling Factors “γγ” and “νν”
Optimisation

Scaling in most occasions is necessary
since some methods produce results that are a number
of orders of magnitudes different than other methods.
This induces bias in the fused image.  A best
scaling/normalisation method that would work in all
situations was not found.  Many techniques, from
simple normalisation of both weight coefficient ma-
trices to non-linear transformations as in Equation (9)
were investigated to arrive at an acceptable solution
to the problem. On the contrary, scaling is not only
dependent on the method that is used to determine the
weight coefficient matrices, but also on the input co-
efficients that is used in different methods.

( )
( )vlog

tlog

W

W
=

γ
ν

(9)

Each combination of parameters for
each method should therefore be optimised on its
own.  The main idea though is to ensure that no un-
wanted bias is introduced.  For the PLWA method,
the values of the visual weights need scaling.  It was
determined after considerable simulations that ν = ½

while γ = 1.  This means that the standard deviation
of the NvxMvxKv cube of pixels is used for the visual
weight coefficients.

4.4   Optimal PLWA Fusion Method

Following the results of Sections 4.1  ,
4.2   and 4.3  , the optimal pixel level weighted
average fusion method can be stated as in Equation

(10).  The expression for 
RxC

xcrW
11),(t can be found in

Section 3.1  , the expression for
33

11),(v
x

xcrW σ  in

Section 3.2.1   and the index k represents the current
time.
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4.5   Results and Comparison

In this section, the PLWA fusion
scheme is compared with the other fusion methods
such as ILWA, DoLP, RoLP, Gradient, Wavelets and
Toet’s False Colour[5,6].  First, the computational
cost associated with each of these methods is pre-
sented.  Then, both the qualitative and quantitative
comparisons of fused images using different tech-
niques are discussed.  The qualitative comparison
presents fused images for each of the methods while
the quantitative comparison illustrates the ability of
each technique to conserve contrast and forms on
selected features of interest.

4.5.1   Computational Cost Consideration

As a basis for comparison, the approxi-
mate computational burden associated with each of
the methods examined in this paper is illustrated
graphically.  These numbers are for the fusion of two
images with R=C=256* pixels.  In Figure 7, the
graph on the left-hand side shows the computational
cost for the fusion of one pair of images while the
graph on the right-hand side presents the total cost
per second for 30 pairs of images (i.e. at a refresh rate
of 30 Hz).  These numbers represent the minimum
possible mathematical computational costs of exe-
cuting each scheme.  In arriving at the computational
cost, the separability and symmetry properties of the
convolution kernels and filters in the pyramidal and
wavelet methods are exploited.  On the other hand,
these results do not take into account any extra com-
putational burden which could arise due to a given

                                               
* R=C=257 for the pyramidal techniques.



computer platform and software package, thus these
results are platform independent [5,6].

Figure 7.  Computational Burden of Dif-
ferent IF Methods (R=C=256*).

Current commercially available proces-
sors can achieve peak performance superior to 200
MFlops for addition and 100 MFlops for multiplica-
tion type operation per seconds while the high end
image processing specialised processors like the Sar-
noff PVT-200 can achieve performance in the order
of 100 GFLOPS per second.

The results of Figure 7 reveal that the
computational costs to fuse images of size R=C=256
with a refresh rate of 30Hz can be easily accom-
plished for most methods.  The 256x256 image size
was selected as a baseline as many methods must be
applied to images having sizes equal to powers of
two (64, 128, 256, 512, etc.).  In our case, 256 by 256
was the largest image size which did not exceed our
image size of RxC=480x640.  Since the initial goal
was to fuse images presented on the Operator Control
Station (RxC=480x640), the numbers in the bar
graphs of Figure 7 have to be further multiplied by a
factor of 4.69  if the actual cost of processing images
of size 480x640 is required.

4.5.2   Qualitative Comparison

Fourteen Pair of images were tested out.
For every pair, the fused images were generated and
associated intensity profile of some pre-selected area
of interest on each Pair was generated[15]. For exam-
ple, for the images in Figure 8, the results are shown
in Figure9. This image pair was taken Dec 11th, 1998
in the observation laboratory located on the 4th floor,
building 5 , of  Computing Devices Canada Ltd.
(CDC) at 3785 Richmond Road, Nepean, Ontario,
Canada, (overlooking Highway 416 and 417)  with
the LAV Recce sensors.

                                               
* R=C=257 for the pyramidal techniques.

Examination of Figure 9 reveals that the
PLWA method yields results comparable the other
methods for grey scale images, even when larger
nvxmv boxes are used.  The man and the details of the
trees of the forest can easily be resolved.  The
Wavelets methods yield a better image quality for the
lower part of the image where the ground has been
plowed. The averaging/contrast reduction phenome-
non usually associated with the ILWA can be easily
observed when the results produced by this method
are compared to the other methods.  The contrast of
the image produced by the Toet’s FCGS [6] method
is also of relatively poor quality.  Even though the
results from the PLWA FC method do not look any
more natural than that of the Toet’s method, the tech-
nique produced an image where objects can be easily
identified; mainly because the form of the man is
better preserved. Similar results were obtained using
other image pairs[15].

5   Conclusions
The objective of this paper was “To de-

velop a robust and effective fusion scheme feasible to
a real time application for the visual and infrared
sensors currently used on the Canadian Army’s ar-
moured reconnaissance vehicle”.  First, physical
characteristics and the physical processes essential to
establish targets of interest in a surveil-
lance/reconnaissance application were determined.
Then, these physical characteristics were linked with
the image characteristics, as presented to the user on
the vehicle’s display.  A mathematical representation
of the features of interest was obtained and the results
were, in turn, used to determine the weights for fus-
ing the thermal and visual images at the pixel level.
This resulted in the PLWA technique.

The results obtained from the proposed technique
were compared with some of the better-known image
fusion methods [5]. It was demonstrated that on the
average, the images produced by the PLWA method
were of  quality equal or  superior to   those produced
by the other image fusion methods in the literature.
There are cases where other methods produce better
results but it was found that none were as robust as
the PLWA.  Even the Wavelets and the Gradient,
which according to Comeau and Simard results were
the best image fusion methods [5], were not as robust
as the PLWA method.  We observed that the Gradient
method collapse under night condition and the
Wavelets methods can add artefacts to the fused im-
age, which can prevent the detection of potential tar-
gets. Before the PLWA method becomes an estab-
lished image fusion method that could be used



Figure 8.  Source Images Used in Techniques Comparison

Name & Results found … Visual Images Thermal Images

 Image Pair
Figure 9

Features a man dressed in combats
clothing walking along a path cut-
ting through trees.  These images
were recorded at 16:45, approxi-
mately half an hour after sundown
on Dec 11th, 1998.  The man is at a
distance of 800m.
Thermal display is “white hot”.

on the Coyote, further testing on other images needs
to be performed.  Tests at different climates, illumi-
nation and operational settings on more realistic tar-
gets need to be completed.  In addition, the effects
associated with the motion of the mast when erected
need to be examined. The problem related to the ex-
act magnification setting of the visual sensor is also a
technical issue which needs to be addressed before
the PLWA, or any other image fusion method, can be
implemented on the vehicle.Finally, the dynamic op-
timisation of the different parameters that have an
effect on the method (NvxMv, nvxmv, Kv, ν, NtxMt, γ)
through the use of some scheme, possibly a neural
network, could also constitute a future improvement
of the PLWA method.
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 Figure 9.  Fusion Results
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PLWA [5x5][5x5] False Colour – Grey Scale Wavelets

PLWA [3x3][1x1] FC False Colour Modified Wavelets


